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Pass Phrase: Alan Turing

1.Benedict Cumberbatch played Alan Turing in the 2014 movie The Imitation Game
2.Turing was an avid Monopoly player
3.Turing was 5th in the British marathon trials for the 1948 Olympics
4.Turing led the effort to break Nazi code (“Enigma”) at Bletchley Park
5.Turing was a gay man who given a choice between “chemical castration” and imprisonment for homosexual acts
6.Turing write what is the considered the first major paper on AI

https://kottke.org/18/04/alan-turing-was-an-excellent-runner

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2084970/

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2012/sep/10/alan-turing-monopoly-board-google

https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/alan-turing-betchley-park

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/05/obituaries/alan-turing-overlooked.html

https://academic.oup.com/mind/article/LIX/236/433/986238



Unit 1 grading



Surprising for us: Lack of  causal diagrams
Danny, Owen and Johnny



TQE



Process

• Form groups
• I’ll start off  with three things that stood out
• Reflect on two Questions (10 minutes, ish)
• Share back on your group’s reflections (10 minutes)
• Discuss one question the class should talk about (5 minutes, ish)
• Share back (5 minutes)
• Pick 2 to discuss in small groups (5 minutes)
• Share back (5 minutes)
• Potentially, rinse and repeat
• Break



Three things that stood out in the responses

Identified with the parts on imposter syndrome

Said we should give more access to (math) education to students from marginalized groups

Many of  y’all

Wondered (how deep math will be useful to) build good algorithms

Will educating folks be enough to end white supremacy? If  not, what else will be needed?

If  somehow I guarantee you a perfect algorithm for the problem you want to solve, will that be enough?



TQEs



Two TQEs to discuss with your group



Break!



Mon recap: Halting Problem

Input:     A program P

Output:  Yes if  P terminates on all possible inputs
              No otherwise

Let A be a program that solves the Halting problem on all inputs

A
def add (a,b): 
   c = a+b 
   return c

Yes, if                                                returns some c
on every                                              input (a , b)

def add (a,b): 
   c = a+b 
   return c

No, if                                                doesn’t return 
any c
on some                                              input (a , b)

def add (a,b): 
   c = a+b 
   return c



Meta Q: Halting Problem (ver 2)

Input:     A program P and input I

Output:  Yes if  P terminates on I
              No otherwise

Let A’ be a program that solves the Halting problem (ver 2) 

A’
Yes, if                                                returns some c
on input                                            (9 , 101)

def add (a,b): 
   c = a+b 
   return c

No, if                                                doesn’t return 
any c
on input (9 , 101)

def add (a,b): 
   c = a+b 
   return c

def add (a,b): 
   c = a+b 
   return c

(9,101)



Halting Problem: ver 1 vs. ver 2
Input:     A program P and input I

Output:  Yes if  P terminates on I
              No otherwise

Input:     A program P

Output:  Yes if  P terminates on all possible inputs
              No otherwise

Ver 1 is harder than ver 2 (can prove this!)

Theorem: There is no magic box A’ for ver 2 (as long as A’ terminates)



Notebook detour

Let’s setup stuff  in Python

ht
tp
s:/
/x
kc
d.
co
m
/3
53
/



Questions?



Next up:
Input:     A program P and input I

Output:  Yes if  P terminates on I
              No otherwise

Theorem: There is no magic box A’ for ver 2 (as long as A’ terminates)



Let us assume a magic_box for A’ exists!

def magic_box ( P, I):
# This is a magic box so there is no real code here!
''' Return True if P halts on I and False otherwise'''

Assume that

1. magic_box terminates on all inputs
2. magic_box ALWAYS correctly decides if  P halts on I or not



A new function contradiction

def contradiction ( P ): # This function takes a program as an input

#Run magic_box on (P,P)
if magic_box (P,P): # Use an UTM to make this call
   while True:
      pass # Do nothing

return # Just terminate if magic_box(P,P) returns False

Since we assumed magic_box exists contradiction  is well defined!



A function call
contradiction (contradiction) # Use an UTM to make this call

Since we assumed  contradiction  is well defined, the above is a legit function call!



Question: why is this legit?
contradiction (contradiction) # Use an UTM to make this call

Since we assumed  contradiction  is well defined, the above is a legit function call!

def contradiction ( P ): # This function takes a program as an input

#Run magic_box on (P,P)
if magic_box (P,P): # Use an UTM to make this call
   while True:
      pass # Do nothing

return # Just terminate if magic_box(P,P) returns False

1. Since data and programs are the same, we can pass a program as an input
2. A Universal program/TM can run any program on any input
3. We assumed magic_box exists
4. If  AI chip companies can be a thing, why not this?

Choose ALL options that 
apply



Wait, what?!!!



contradiction (contradiction)

What are outcomes of  the function call
 contradiction (contradiction)? 

It terminates

It does not terminate

Any other possibility?



Case 1: contradiction (contradiction) terminates

def contradiction ( P ): # This function takes a program as an input

#Run magic_box on (P,P)
if magic_box (P,P): # Use an UTM to make this call
   while True:
      pass # Do nothing

return # Just terminate if magic_box(P,P) returns False

contradiction (contradiction ): 

if magic_box (contradiction, contradiction):
   while True:
      pass # Do nothing

return

What should 
this call 
return?

We get into an 
infinite loop here!

This does NOT 
terminate!!



Case 2: contradiction (contradiction)does not terminate

def contradiction ( P ): # This function takes a program as an input

#Run magic_box on (P,P)
if magic_box (P,P): # Use an UTM to make this call
   while True:
      pass # Do nothing

return # Just terminate if magic_box(P,P) returns False

contradiction (contradiction ): 

if magic_box (contradiction, contradiction):
   while True:
      pass # Do nothing

return

What should 
this call 
return?

We return 
here!

This DOES 
terminate!!



Questions?



Let’s recap: Argue magic_box doesn’t exist

1. Assume magic_box exists

2. Defined a function contradiction that uses magic_box 

3. Looked at the ONLY two possibilities

3.1. contradiction(contradiction) terminates

3.2. contradiction(contradiction) does NOT terminate

contradiction(contradiction) does NOT terminate

contradiction(contradiction) terminates

This clearly 
is absurd!!

Which specific step in the above “argument” is wrong?



Congrats: You just did your 1st ML&Soc proof!



Questions?


